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GEOLOGY &
TOPOGRAPHY
The Rambla de Puça is a watercourse located on the
east of Petrer which runs through the urban and rural
areas of this town. It’s a tributary of the river Vinalopó,
one of the most remarkable streams in the region of
Alicante.
This province is very mountainous, especially in the
north and midwest. Alicante’s geological history began
in the Triassic, about 240 million years ago. This area is
characterized by clay, silt and sandy deposits.

FAUNA & FLORA
The Rambla de Puça is an idyllic place where we can
discover the essential vegetation of the Vinalopó valley,
its impressive and unique wildlife and its characteristic
waterfalls if you go just after rainy times.
The Rambla de Puça is characterized by its very
diversified fauna. As soon as we enter the area, we can
observe a lot of insects and water animals as well as
toads and water beetles.

Flora
The prickly pear (Opuntia
ficus-indica) is a shrub plant
in the cactaceae family. At
some points of the tour we
were able to enjoy its
presence. This plant as well
as other species are not very
common in this region. We
were able to find different
types of vegetation such as
cane
(Saccharum
officinarum), reeds (Juncus
sp.)
and
esparto
(Macrochloa tenacissima), all
of them very characteristic
of the Rambla.
But without any doubts, the
prickly pear is the most
surprising one from our
point of view because of its
peculiar appearance.

Fauna

Common genet
The genet or Genetta genetta
is a species of carnivorous
mammal in the family of the
vitirridos, the only one in this
family that can be found in
Europe. The genet is present
in the Iberian Peninsula, the
Balearic Islands and France.

Natterjack toad
The toad or Bufonidae is a very
typical species of the genus
Epidalea. It is found in a wide
variety of habitats, being able
to survive in quite dry areas
although it needs at least a
pond to reproduce. We had the
opportunity to find several of
them.

The fox
Foxes (Vulpes vulpes) are
carnivorous
mammals
included in the canid family. In
our area they are commonly
known as raboses. During our
lunch break, we could see a
specimen
entering
the
mountain.

Great diving beetle
The diver beetle or
Dytiscus marginaliss is a
species of beetle that
inhabits the river. It feeds
on small fish, larvae and
insects that fall into the
water. This animal is very
common
along
the
Rambla,
especially
in
small stagnant ponds.
Partridge
Partridges or Alectoris
chukar are non-migratory
birds.
Partridges
are
medium-sized
birds,
nesting in the soil and
eating
seeds.
Some
species are valued for
their meat, of high culinary
characteristics.

CULTURAL HERITAGE
Flour and gunpowder mills
Throughout the 17th century several mills were built to
exploit the hydraulic power of the water, a scarce
resource in this area.
Nine mills were built along the Rambla. Eight of them
were flour mills and one was a gunpowder mill. They were
called Molí de la Ponça, Molí del Salt (in ruins), Molí de la
Reixa (today it's a restaurant), Molí de Macià (in ruins)
Molí del Turc (in ruins), Molí del Pinxe, Molí de la
Simpàtica (it doesn't exist any more), Molí de Rico (in
ruins) and Molí de la pólvora (in ruins). This last mill was
used to grind coal, sulphur and other explosive
components to be used at wars, mining or festivals.

Water supply works
El Pantanet
In 1680 this man-made wetland was built at the strait of
Catí, where the waters of two ravines come together,
with the objective of improving and spreading the
irrigation in the croplands of this area.
La Canal de Ferro
The landowner Eleuterio Abad ordered the construction
of this pipeline to irrigate the fertile soil of his property
in the area of La Foia.
Although its name suggests that it was made of iron
(ferro- hierro), this pipeline was entirely made of steel
and the vessel which carried the water was watertight. It
crossed the Rambla over the narrowest part of its
channel.

Mines
Several water mines can be found along the Rambla. The
Puça mine, which is remarkably well-preserved, provided
the flour mills, the fountains in Petrer and the local
vegetable gardens with water and was in use for longer
than eight centuries.
Spring of El Molí de la Reixa
This water spring is a meeting point for hikers. People
often go there to fill in containers with its water. In spite
of being a landmark of Puça, it is very deteriorated.

La Calera
In this limekiln called La Calera limestone was melted
down at 800º C to obtain lime, which was later used to
sanitize, paint and whitewash walls and façades.

THREATS TO THIS
NATURAL SITE
The past decades have seen growing concern for the
accelerating impact of environmental change on
heritage at the global scale.
Sites and structures that have endured for centuries
and millennia are being swept away in increasing
numbers around the world.
Once destroyed, these resources are gone forever with
irrevocable impact on human heritage.

The garbage
Over
the
years,
several
attempts have been made to
clean the Rambla de Puça.
One took place in 2014, when
more than 70 volunteers
participated in a garbage
collection at the Rambla de
Puça in Petrer. The citizenship,
aware of the necessity of taking
care of our environment, took
action and their response was
valued positively since more
than 180 industrial bags were
filled up with all type of
rubbish.
In 2017 the local Environment
Department
increased
its
budget to clean and maintain
the Rambla de Puça.
The town hall emphasized that
the Rambla is a much-loved
space
valued
by
the
neighbours, especially in the
summer when more people
use it.

At the moment actions have
focused on the cleaning and
clearing
of
the
paths,
replenishing wooden fencing,
fixing
steps
and
cleaning
rubbish and debris.
However, these efforts need to
continue in other areas of the
Rambla where improvements
are also needed, such as the
area of the aqueduct or the
stretch of the Rambla as it
passes
through
the
local
stadium "El Bartxell”.
In the light of the above
mentioned, it can be concluded
that, in spite of the efforts, the
dirt
produced
by
human
activities
in
the
the
surroundings of the Rambla is
still a threat. For example, there
are
several
fast
food
establishments
and
also
shopping malls which throw
their waste and contribute
negatively to the good condition
of this area, which is close to
river.

The lack of water
The main threat of the Rambla is in
fact the lack of water.
If we overexploit the water of the
Rambla, we will run out of water,
which would mean that a lot of the
flora and fauna would be destroyed
and this would greatly affect the
ecosystem.
In the past, people began to trade
with this resource until the Rambla
ran out of water. Then it remained
dry for many years.
It was only a few years ago when the
Rambla regained this image with this
characteristic water flow. Currently
the water has no use, but people go
there to bathe.
What to do with all the water is yet to
be debated and decided.

Degradation of the
Rambla
There have been several occasions
when we have not been able to
enjoy the Rambla due to its
degradation, mostly caused by
citizens.
As said before, the town hall has
invested money to try to fix the
Rambla several times.
Currently the local Environment
Department, which highlights their
commitment with the maintenance
of this area, continues with the
improvements of the Rambla de
Puça.
A new proposal is the arrangement
of an adjacent road that gives
access to the cemetery.
A total of 21,562 euros have been
invested in different maintenance
tasks
since
2017
such
as
maintaining the path and restoring
the fence, collecting waste and
repairing steps.

Damage caused by human action
Along the Rambla we could see some houses
where a protection barrier to prevent landslide
had been built. It had been made using wheels
and pipes to canal the water in case the
Rambla overflowed.
A year ago the neighbors also used these pipes
to get rid of their debris by throwing it down
these pipes.
This misuse soiled the Rambla, so several
people from organizations like Planeta Caracol
talked to them so they realized they needed to
stop doing that.

LEGAL REMEDIES
Before carrying out this work we visited natural sites of
Petrer that had legal protection.

An example of this type of natural site is El Arenal de l’
Armorxó, which is part of a natural park and was
declared a micro reserve of vegetation.

What if...?
If the Rambla de Puça had a similar legal protection, some
measures would be taken to preserve the site.

First, there would be more
information on the site in the
form of posters, signs, field
maps…
On the other hand, the use of the
site would be more restricted and
the activities that could be
developed
would
be
more
regulated.
New rules would affect its public
or its economic use (mining
activities,
collection
of
resources…) and the restriction to
the entrance of visitors and to the
setting of unnatural or artificial
elements.

It is a duty of the local authorities to issue a proposal so that
these measures of protection can be applied. Once this
protection proposal is confirmed (it usually takes 2 years), it is
sent to higher authorities, who verify that it complies with the
necessary requirements.

This
proposal
should
be
accompanied by:
-An explanatory statement.
-The
textual
and
graphic
delimitation of the site.
-The
approval
of
the
basic
regulations for the protection of the
uses of the local natural site.
-The composition of the Committee
for the Participation of the Local
Natural Site.
-The authorization of the local
authorities to issue an ordinance on
the management of the natural site.

We believe that if the legislation on cultural heritage was applied
to the Rambla de Puça, several of its elements could be
considered as:
Cultural assets, understood as any artistic, historical,
paleontological, archaeological, ethnographic, scientific or
technical property and object, which has been declared as such by
the competent authorities.
Property of local relevance: any real estate that has historical,
artistic, architectural, archaeological, paleontological, ethnological
or social values within the local area (up to a relevant degree, but
not so remarkable as to be considered a BIC- Property of Cultural
Interest).

PROPOSALS FOR THE
SITE
proposal /prəˈpəʊz(ə)l/
1. a plan or suggestion, especially a formal or
written one, put forward for consideration by
others.

After visiting the Rambla de Puça and making a survey among
some members of our community, we think that the following
proposals could improve the Rambla. They could contribute to
turn it into a better-preserved area and thus attract more
visitors.

First proposal
This one has been thought for
people who don’t have a
guidebook or an encyclopedia
or who want to know more
about this place.
We’ve thought of placing some
signs with QR codes along the
Rambla which would give
access
to
important
information about relevant
elements of the Rambla.

Examples of information to
be included:
La Calera (Limekiln)
It's a place where lime was
extracted and stone was
burnt. Later lime was sold in
many different towns in
Alicante
El molí de la pólvora (The
gunpowder mill)
This is another windmill. It
wasn’t used to grind wheat,
but to grind sulphur.
This activity took place in
other places along the
Rambla where remains of
gunpowder were found.
Font del Molí de la Reixa:
This spring of water is called
like this because its water
stream falls on a tileIt has always had water
except when facing long
periods of drought.

El Salt:
Since last December we have
been able to enjoy this
awesome
15-meter-high
waterfall. It had been dry for
over than 3 years due to the
lack of rainfall during some
intense dry seasons.
Thanks to a rainy winter that
has filled the aquifers of the
region now water flows again
along the whole Rambla and
the landscape has recovered
its beauty.

Mina de Puça:
This mine is the source of the
water stream that carried
water to the town.
This doesn’t happen anymore,
but 70 years ago the water
that arrived in the town came
from this source.

Second proposal
People usually don’t want to go to
the Rambla because of its bad
condition. For instance, people
cannot sit down because there aren’t
any benches, so we could place
some benches so that people could
go there and feel comfortable.
Some bins can also be placed so
that trash isn’t thrown on the floor
and the floor looks cleaner.

Access to the Rambla could be
easier but, on the other hand, this
could make the Rambla lose its
essence as a natural heritage site
because lots of people would go
there and could spoil it.

Third proposal
We could speak to the tourism
officers of Petrer and set a
timetable so that people could go
there on the first Sundays of each
month and experts could explain
some facts about the site.
Although this could foster the
popularity of the Rambla, which
would receive more visitors, this
proposal may need further
consideration since the place
could be spoiled.

We could enable a picnic area so
that tourists could have a picnic if
they want to, or talk to the
restaurant in the Rambla to make
some discounts to tourists.

Fourth proposal
A monthly voluntary trash collection organized by an
institution can be added to the proposals.
We could speak to the Environment Department of Petrer
townhall and to some organisations such as the Centro
Excursionista of Petrer, Planeta Caracol (a pedagogical
ecologist group) or Fridayforfuture platform and work
together to try to make the Rambla a cleaner place.
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